
Spanish Year 9 - unit 1 -  10 weeks 

What will they learn? 
(Subject Range and content) 

How will we know what they have learnt? 
(methods of assessment including formative and summative) 

Shopping & Eating Out 
Shopping for clothes—saying there is a problem, asking for the right colour, 
asking for the right size 
Shopping for presents, asking for the right material 
Numbers 100-1000 
Asking for fruit  
Asking for vegetables  
Asking for other food and drinks  
Asking for quantities of food and drink 
Asking for prices in a shop 
Ordering food in a restaurant 
Making complaints in a restaurant 
Saying what shops there are in your town, what departments there are in a 
store 
 
 
 
Grammar 
Numbers 
Quantities 
Stem changing verbs—querer, preferir, poder 
Questions 
Es/son demasiado + adjective 
Adjectives 
Adverbs of quality 
Demonstrative adjectives 
Verb—Hay 
Object pronouns 

Puedo + infinitive 
Ordinal numbers 
Simple future tense/past tense 

Fortnightly 70 words tests 
Vocab tests on core vocabulary 
Reading, Listening, Speaking, Writing activities in class/homework 

Extended writing “Un día de compras” 
 
 

End of unit assessment on shopping and eating out 
- reading exam inc translation from Spanish to English 
- speaking exam - Conversation 



Spanish Year 9 - unit 2 -  14 weeks 

What will they learn? 
(Subject Range and content) 

How will we know what they have learnt? 
(methods of assessment including formative and summative) 

Holidays 
Asking for directions 
Saying how you prefer to travel and why 
Saying where you are going/have been on holiday and how you are 
travelling/travelled 
Countries 
Describing the weather 
Finding out about an area 
Finding out about different types of accommodation eg facilities, prices 
Making a reservation—availability, how long for, meals 
Making a complaint about accommodation 
Talking about a past holiday—where, how long, who with, when, activities, 
opinions 
 
 
 
Grammar 
Preterite tense—regular ar, er, ir verbs & irregular verbs 
Past tense adverbs of time 
Simple future tense - voy a + infinitive 
Future tense adverbs of time 
Adverbs of quality 
Adjectives 
Hacer + weather 
Questions 
Conjunctions 
Present tense revision –ar, er, ir verbs, irregular verbs 
Prepositions a/al, de/del 
Hay que/se puede + infinitive 
Imperative  

Fortnightly 70 words tests 
Vocab tests on core vocabulary 
Reading, Listening, Speaking, Writing activities in class/homework. 

Extended writing “Mis vacaciones” 
 

End of unit assessment on holidays 
 listening exam 
 writing exam inc translation from English to Spanish 



Spanish Year 9 - unit 3  -  6 weeks 

What will they learn? 
(Subject Range and content) 

How will we know what they have learnt? 
(methods of assessment including formative and summative) 

Jobs and Future Plans 
Describing school and school life 
Saying what jobs people do 
Saying where people work 
Saying what you would like to do in the future—studies, work, personal plans 
Talking about volunteering and charity work 
 
Grammar 
Revise present/preterite tense—ar/er/ir verbs.  
Ser + job titles 
Future tense—regular and irregular verbs 
Future tense adverbs of time  
Conditional tense—regular and irregular verbs 
Questions 

Fortnightly 70 words tests 
Vocab tests on core vocabulary 
Reading, Listening, Speaking, Writing activities in class/homework 

Extended writing “mis ambiciones en la vida” 
 
 

End of unit assessment on jobs and future plans 
- writing exam inc translation from English to Spanish  
- listening exam  



Spanish Year 9 - unit 4  - 6 weeks 

What will they learn? 
(Subject Range and content) 

How will we know what they have learnt? 
(methods of assessment including formative and summative) 

Healthy Lifestyle 
Saying what makes up a good/bad diet 
Saying what exercise you need to do and how often 
Talking about how: you used to be, you are now, what you are going to do in 
the future 
Future health problems 
 
Grammar 
Present, preterite, future, imperfect, conditional tenses 
Perfect tense 
Negatives 
Adverbs of times and frequency 
Adverbs of quality 
Adjectives 
Adverbs of quantity 
Comparatives and superlatives 

Fortnightly 70 words tests 
Vocab tests on core vocabulary 
Reading, Listening, Speaking, Writing activities in class/homework. 

Extended writing “llevar una vida sana” 
 

 
End of year exam 
 speaking exam - Conversation 
 listening exam 
 reading exam inc translation from Spanish to English 
 writing exam inc translation from English to Spanish 


